Sunrise Industries B.V. – Contract grinder of Silicon
Silicon grinding experience
Sunrise Industries has been contract grinding Silicon for
over 40 years. Thanks to our long and extensive
experience, we are able to deliver a top quality product in
terms of optimal particle size distribution, with
minimal milling loss and minimal fines.
We can crush Silicon lumps of 0-100 mm and can grind
material of 0-20 mm down to sizes of:
1.
2.

400 to 1.000 µ
45 to 75 µ

Certificates
To ensure maximum service and quality,
Sunrise Industries B.V. obtained the following
certificates:
1. ISO 9001
2. ISO 14001

Silicon grinding safety measures
In our factory we operate 5 dedicated Silicon
mills. Each mill is inertised. All machinery
we work with is ATEX proof, thereby
preventing Silicon dust explosions.
Raw and processed Silicon is
stored separately in our
warehouses, eliminating the risk
of cross contamination. To
ensure every processed quantity
complies to our given quality
standards, samples of each produced
ton are taken and tested in our
own laboratory.

Silicon Packaging & Logistics
We can receive raw Silicon both in bulk and big bags. Ground
silicon can be packed in:
3.
4.
5.

6.

Silotruck of 25-30 tons
Big bag 1.000 – 2.000 kgs
Paper bag 25 kgs
Metal drums

We have 20.000 m2 warehousing space available for storage
of raw and finished goods, including Custom-bonded
entrepot C. For silo truck dispatch we have 4 dedicated
silo’s. Our service includes inbound & outbound logistics
and document handling.

Location and Contact
Our factory is located in the Port of Rotterdam, with good
logistical connections to receive raw silicon from origins
around the world and enabling dispatch to destinations
throughout Europe. We can handle ships with a draft up to
6,5 meters at our own quay. Railway, highway and airport
are all within 10 kilometers reach.
If you are looking for a strong, high quality and customer
focused Silicon grinder in Europe, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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